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Military Technology Now Reducing the 
Spread of Sex Infections 

Verification Technology Allows Instant Check of STD Testing Status 

Miami Beach— January 7, 2019 — The world rarely sees a new unique idea. But “disruptive 

technologies” are changing the world. Uber did for transportation what Avers and their SafeSexID 

program are doing for sex - using technology to make not transportation but, in this case, sex more 

efficient and, more importantly, safer! Not everyone uses Uber, but sex is another story. "Our market is 

literally all those f**king people," Martin Bayerle, Avers' Managing Member, said with a wry smile today 

as SafeSexID.com was opened for business.   

The Problem... And the Solution! 

If you review the US Government’s Center for Disease Control’s website, as well as virtually every other 

website dedicated to sexual health, you will find the biggest problem to be solved was the high 

incidence of sexually transmitted diseases as a direct consequence of the general population’s failure to 

regularly test for STIs. ALL organizations who promote sexual health encourage frequent STI testing; for 

the most part their pleas have fallen on deaf ears. People are not testing for STIs as frequently as they 

should and, as a result, STIs continue to proliferate.  

People in their social dating profiles and commercial sex advertisements frequently make claims that, in 

order to hookup with a prospective partner, they are “hygienic,”  “clean,” “DDF” (drug and disease free). 

Why? Because “healthy” is always attractive; those terms sell. Everyone is looking for a “hygienic,”  

“clean,” “DDF,” “healthy” partner. But how do you know? Do you just trust them, a stranger, even 

someone you know, on their word? Do you ask, awkwardly, to see their recent STD test results? And if 

you see those on paper, how do you know they aren’t fake, just recently bought on the Net (Google 

Fake STD Test Results), or created in Photoshop? Well, you don’t. That uncertainty always existed, and 

continued to support the spread of STDs. 

The Solution: to encourage and reward responsible sexual health practices.  

 

Avers is applying the same processes and procedure their parent company, Touchstone Research Group 

(Touchstone), has used for over a decade as a third-party independent verifier of US military records for 



veterans. Many veterans seek high paying jobs with Department of Defense contractors in conflict 

zones. They are required to present their “DD214,” the separation document which they receive when 

they exit the US military; a DD214 is essentially a transcript of their service. If their military skills match 

the contractor’s requirements, they will get the job. The problem? Many job candidates were altering 

their DD214s or creating them entirely, fake veterans, fake credentials, to land those high paying jobs. 

Since those “veterans” lacked the requisite skills, this put the real military personnel and their missions, 

whom these fake veterans were employed to support, at risk. A verification service was needed. 

Touchstone became an independent, trusted third-party verifier of US military veterans, retrieving the 

veterans’ records directly from Government record repositories, certifying the record, digitally signing it, 

and providing that verified copy to the employer. They had the real 411, the real deal. 

Avers does not promote prostitution, legal or otherwise; their concept, to promote good health. Legal 

prostitution is regulated. But wherever illegal prostitution is practiced, those individuals and their clients 

are protected by law against violence, fraud, coercion and all the other laws applicable to and which 

protect law-abiding citizens. The only protections they do not have are the legal requirements which will 

protect their health, the health of their clients, and improve the health of society as a whole - regular STI 

and Drug testing. 

SafeSexID has solved this problem by providing a self-incentivized method to fill this all important 

gap. Responsible adult service providers do routinely test for STIs.  SafeSexID allows those 

responsible providers to prove that fact. In brief, the market buyers will migrate to providers who 

show a level of responsibility in their personal health care, and who also practice their concern for 

the healthcare of their clients. The providers too, will no doubt also give preference to their clients 

who also participate in our SafeSexID (and DrugFreeID) program. “We make sex safer because an 

escort who can prove she has been tested recently will get more clients than one who merely says 

"clean" or “DDF.” In fact, just one more customer in the year because of her participation in our 

program, and she has made a profit. And she stays healthier. “ said Bayerle. The concept works 

entirely on self-interest, self-incentive and the operations of a free market. Essentially, if you must 

do this, you will simply make more money by staying healthy. And, collectively, if they stay 

healthy, the burden on society is lessened; those who are engaged in this activity have another 

opportunity to both extend and improve the quality of their lives and, ultimately and hopefully, to 

exit “the life.” 

The LGBT community needs this too. “You'll know at least your prospective partner is testing 

regularly, as opposed to trusting their word in the heat of the moment. And we offer the program 

pro bono (free) to those in need,” said Bayerle. 

Just like Touchstone who retrieved military records DIRECTLY from the Government, Avers gets 

their Members recent STD test results DIRECTLY from the lab, clinic, hospital or medical profession 

responsible for the testing, and digitally signs and verifies it. 

And it all works because Avers’ “instant verification” technology – and your smartphone, the very 

same technology Touchstone uses to permit US Military veterans to prove legitimacy, to reduce 

 



“false valor.” 

 

Try the technology. Shoot Member 87687's QR code (QR Code Reader apps for your smartphone are 

freely available), enter her Password: Ma3W35t  Really cool! In a few seconds you know your 

prospective partner's Diamond Rating, STI status, and verified photos. This is of course, Mae West - but 

ONLY her Member Number shows. Her photos are verified. And, she allows access to her SSID 

Membership profile only to those to whom she gives her access PIC. 

SafeSexID and DrugFeeeID enables de-facto regulation through voluntary participation as a consequence 

of personal incentive and market-driven economics - to help solve an unregulated worldwide health 

problem. 

That’s the first part of the equation, instant verification. The next integral part of why the system works 

is SafeSexID’s Diamond Rating System. 

SafeSexID Members are issued Diamond Ratings, an immediate indication of their last STD testing date. 

Five Diamonds indicates a Member has been tested within 2 months, Four Diamond within 3 months, 

Three Diamond within 6 months, and Two Diamond within one year. One Diamond, a Member is not 

required to test (perhaps they are in a long term monogamous relationship, or for any other personal 

reason) but those Members (as do all Members) agree to abide by the SafeSexID Code of Conduct (safe 

sex practices).  

Your Diamond Rating is achieved by testing and being negative or non-reactive for HIV Type 1 & 2 

Antibody, Chlamydia, Gonorrhea, Syphilis. You can test for other STIs, but then only your negative, non-

reactive status for any optional tests is made available, not your positive results for any optional tests. 

(See our FAQ for why and how SafeSexID set its STI testing parameters, at: 

http://safesexid.us/catalog/faq.php) 



While all people will qualify if they pass their core tests for Five Diamond Rating, many may find that less 

frequent testing is more suitable to their circumstances. The Diamond Rating does NOT indicate a level 

of sexual activity; it only indicates the recency of your test. Members can use their Diamond Rating and 

QR codes in their social profiles, which then can be instantaneously verified anytime, anywhere, by 

anyone with a smartphone and a PIC provided by the Member. That makes information instantaneously 

available when you need it most. 

Coming from the technology and military industries, the SafeSexID team is intimately familiar with issues 

surrounding confidentiality and sensitive information. Of the close to 100,000 veterans Touchstone has 

verified over a dozen years, they have processed all safely and securely.  

Another concern is whether insurance companies or employers will ever have access to what tests we 

choose, or our results.  No, says Bayerle, although SafeSexID and their DrugFreeID programs operate 

under the same constraints as any other health-care organization and test results might have to be 

disclosed in certain circumstances if required by law. 

And the information which is made available “instantaneously” is made available only if the Member has 

provided you with his or her access PIC (given to you voluntarily by the Member); the results show only 

a Member Number, four verified photos, and an appropriately redacted and only the Member’s most 

recent STD Test report.  

If necessary, too, Avers can segment the population geographically. They can change testing 

requirements, tests and frequency based in STI outbreaks in particular geographic areas! 

Bayerle sees SafeSexID as a perfect opportunity to provide sexual health information within a very 

personal context: your test results. Along with information about safer sex practices, he wants to give 

everyone incentive to STI test and STI test regularly, thereby reducing the incidence of STIs and, 

consequently, improving society’s health worldwide. 

"We want to encourage people to get tested and share their results, to promote dialogue, 

understanding and to improve society’s health worldwide." 
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